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I. Recast

1. Legislative Yuan (LY) Election: total 113 seats
DPP: 68, KMT: 35, NPP: 5, PFP: 3, Others: 2

 landslide victory for DPP
 young and new faces: with civil society and social

movement backgrounds; 20 new members are
former L Y aids; DPP’s pro-youth electoral strategy

 NPP as an emerging political force in L Y
 Speaker: Su Chia-chuan; Vice Speaker: Tsai Chi-

chang
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2. Presidential Election
DPP’s Tsai Ing-wen: 56.1%
KMT’s Eric Chu: 31.0%
PFP’s James Soong: 12.8%

 KMT’s significant defeat, only carried Hualien and
Taitung in the east coast and two small offshore
islands (Lienchiang and Kinmen)

 “youth factor” (aged 20-29): 50% turnout in 2008
presidential election→60% in 2012 presidential
election→70% (historical jump) in 2014 gubernatorial
elections→74% (historical high) in 2016 presidential
and L Y elections (higher than the average 67% turnout)
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II. Context

1. Broader background

(1) Worsening economy, unemployment, youth resentment

(2) Counter-productive intra party power straggles and

declining party cohesion within KMT

(3) Unpopular pro-China stand and cross-strait policies and

resulting collective frustration in facing China’s

aggressive moves

(4) Resurrection of social movements and civil society

activism: 2008-2016
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Table 1: Social Movements and Civil Society Organizations in Taiwan: 2008-2016
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Events/ Movements Organizations /Participants

2007/ 2008- Citizen Congress Watch
 established by more than 30 social

movement organizations
 remobilized more than 10 key social

movements which participated in marches

Citizen Congress Watch (CCW)

2008 The Wild Strawberry Movement
 protested KMT’s improper handling of the

visit of PRC’s envoy to Taiwan in November

University student activists
from numerous colleges and
other civil society groups

2010- Losheng Sanatorium Preservation Movement
 sought to prevent the demolition of the

sanatorium for the construction of a Mass
Rapid Transit maintenance depot

Losheng Preservation Alliance

2010- Save Taiwan’s farm lands and agriculture
movements
 protested the illegal expansion of

industrial zones on farmland; promoted the
rescue of urban residences facing
demolition in the name of “urban renewal”
(first in Ta-Pu, Miao-Li)

The Rural Front

2012- Anti-media monopoly campaign
 protested the attempt of Pro-China

business tycoon (and his Want Want China
Times Group) to gain a controlling share in
the Apple Daily and Next Media Group,
which remain critical of China

Liberal professors and
intellectuals; Civil society
leaders and university student
activists from various colleges
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Events/ Movements Organizations /Participants
March 2013 Anti-nuclear demonstrations

 protested the creation of Taiwan’s fourth
nuclear power plant

 200,000 citizens joined the demonstration

Various civil society
organizations; Taiwan
Environmental Protection Union
(TEPU); and women’s
organizations

August
2013

White Shirt Army rally
 led by Citizen 1985 group to protest

against the torture and death of a young
soldier in an army camp

 250,000 gathered in Ketagalan Square

Citizen 1985; mobilized netizens

March 18-
April 10,
2014

318 Sunflower Movement
 protested against the flouting of LY due

process by KMT in its hasty push to pass
Cross-Strait Service Trade Agreement
(CSSTA) without proper democratic
review process

 occupied LY for 24 days (March 18-April
10, 2014)

 500,000 citizens assembled to show their
support in Ketagalan Square (March 30,
2014)

 many advocacy civil society organizations
were directly involved in this student-
initiated citizen movement

Black Island Youths; University
students / activists from many
colleges; many other civil society
organizations
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 middle class-civil society activism
- to rescue the new democracy
- to protect Taiwan’s national integrity and independence

from China’s threats

 Changing and wider constituency of the revived social
activism



2. Night-before incident: Chou Tzu-Yu “ROC” flag
incident

 Upsetting many voters and mobilizing more votes
for DPP
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III. Significance

1. Consolidation of Taiwan’s new democracy: 2000, 2008,

2016

2. Reconfirmation of Taiwan’s national identity

3. Redirection of Taiwan-China relations

4. Engagement of Taiwan’s domestic political and

social reforms

5. Confirming younger generation’s “independence

by nature” (天然獨) and reassuring older

generation’s “independence through struggle” (掙

扎獨)
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VI. Assessment

Cross-Strait and Foreign Policy Front

1. “Status quo policy”: stabilizing cross-strait
relations

 no “1992 consensus”, no “one China principle”
 Taiwan (ROC) is not a part of that “one China”,

“互不隸屬、互不代表” (do not belong to each
other, do not represent each other)

 “no better, no worse”

2. “New Southbound Policy”: Activating Taiwan’s
pivot to Southeast Asia

3. Realigning with US and Japan
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Domestic Reform Front

1. Transitional Justice initiative
 Establishment within E Y the “Ill-gotten Party

Assets Settlement Committee”
 President Tsai’s public apology to Taiwanese

aborigines

2. Judiciary Reform initiative
 Reorganizing the Judiciary Yuan with more liberal-

minded members to Grand Justice
 National Judiciary Reform Conference to be held

in Feb. 2017
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3. Ministry of Education abolished the curriculum
guideline changes introduced by Ma’s
administration (toward pan-Chinese historical
interpretations in high school history textbooks)

4. Pension Reform Initiative
 Establishment of “National Committee of Pension

Reform” soon after Tsai’s inauguration
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V. Concluding Remarks

1. Public trust, Yes
Public satisfaction, Not really

2. Public is anxious to see quick “results” and becomes
impatient with the Tsai administration performance

3. The question of “老藍男” (old blue boys) in Premier
Lin Chuan’s cabinet
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4. The episode of Hung-Xi (KMT-CCP) meeting on
Nov. 1, 2016: international media’s negative
responses; growing distrust in KMT among
Taiwanese public; unclear about the future
interparty politics.

5. Take easy on cross-strait problem, but take
seriously on domestic reform issues including
rebuilding a viable economy and equitable society.

6. “So far, so good.”
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